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Abstract: Since early days Question Answering (QA) has been 
an intuitive way of understanding the concept by humans. 
Considering its inevitable importance it has been introduced to 
children from very early age and they are promoted to ask more 
and more questions. With the progress in Machine Learning & 
Ontological semantics, Natural Language Question Answering 
(NLQA) has gained more popularity in recent years. In this 
paper QUASE (QUestion Answering System for Education) 
question answering system for answering natural language 
questions has been proposed which help to find answer for any 
given question in a closed domain containing finite set of 
documents. Th e  QA  s y s t em  m a in l y  focuses on factoid 
questions. QUASE has used Question Taxonomy for Question 
Classification. Several Natural Language Processing techniques 
like Part of Speech (POS) tagging, Lemmatization, Sentence 
Tokenization have been applied for document processing to 
make search better and faster. DBPedia ontology has been used 
to validate the candidate answers. By application of this system 
the learners can gain knowledge on their own by getting precise 
answers to their questions asked in natural language instead of 
getting back merely a list of documents. The precision, recall and 
F measure metrics have been taken into account to evaluate the 
performance of answer type evaluation. The metric Mean 
Reciprocal Rank has been considered to evaluate the 
performance of QA system. Our experiment has shown 
significant improvement in classifying the questions in to correct 
answer types over other methods with approximately 91% 
accuracy and also providing better performance as a QA system 
in closed domain search. 

Keywords: DBPedia Ontology, Question Answering System, 
Question Classification, QUASE, Natural Language Processing, 
Machine Learning. 

          I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, human's quest of information has made 
use of web much popular. Traditional search engines like 
Google and Bing provides the user with a set of links 
based on query asked and then user goes through these 
links and try to get the answer they are looking for.  
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Answering System for Education, here after referred as 
Hence there is need of services which help users to filter 
irrelevant information quickly & provide the relevant 
answer. Question answering is such a service which 
provides correct answer to specific questions as opposed to 
providing list of documents. This paper describes a question 
answering system called ―QUestion QUASE. There are 
certain other services also available like google providing 
QnA based answers but they are limited to public 
documents. This research is proposing system for 
identifying answers from documents trained for closed 
domain. 
QUASE is closed domain, factoid question answering 
system that takes questions queried in  English and attempts 
to provide answers, if exist, in provided set of documents. 
The idea of QUASE is to use prediction abilities of 
Supervised Machine Learning algorithms to find expected 
answer type and use of this answer type in validating 
answers with help of ontology. NLP, ML & Ontology 
technology is used in developing this system. There are 
three major modules namely Question Processing, 
Document Processing & Answer Processing.  

In question processing module input question is 
analyzed to identify the type of answer expected and 
question is framed into a query for search. It has two 
components Question Classification, also known as answer 
type prediction & Query Development. In question 
classification given question is categorized into distinct 
categories which indicates what type of answer this question 
wants. In query development phase, key information from 
the question is extracted which help in identifying the 
answer.  

Different kinds of QA frameworks have distinctive 
models, the majority of them pursue a system in which 
question grouping plays huge role [1]. In Question 
Classification (QC) a question is classified into expected 
answer type.  If expected answer type is known, then it can 
not only reduce search space needed to find the answer but 
also help in finding the true answer in a given set of 
candidate answers [2]. For example, knowing the class of 
the question ―Who was the first female Prime Minister of 

India? is of type ―human,  one  should  only  consider  the  

name  entities  in candidate  answer  list,  which  is  of type  
―human‖  and  leave the rest. 
There are basically two different approaches for question 
classification: Rule based and Learning based.  
Rule based approaches attempt to match the asked question 
with few manually handcrafted rules [3][4]. These 
approaches however, suffer from the need to define too 
many rules [5].  
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Rule-based approach may work well on a particular 
dataset, but may not on a new dataset and consequently it is 
difficult to scale them. The difficulties of rule-based 
approaches have been provided with the help of an 
example in [5].  

All the following samples are same question which has 
been restructured in different syntactical forms: 

- What are the tourist attractions in Shimla? 
- Name the famous tourist attractions in Shimla? 
- What do most tourists see in Shimla? 
- What places attracts tourists to Shimla? 
- What is worth visiting in Shimla? 

All of the above questions refer to same class while they 
have different syntactical forms and therefore they need 
different matching rules. So it is difficult to make a manual 
classifier with a limited amount of rules. 
Learning-based approaches on the other hand, perform the 
classification by extracting some features from questions, 
training a classifier and predicting the class label using the 
trained classifier. Machine learning help in learning based 
approach as it work on semantic features of text hence 
syntactic structure of text does not influence the outcome 
and so work well with different kind of data sets. Fig 1 
displays a block diagram of a general QA system. 
 

 
Fig. 1: A block diagram of QA system 

 
It has been seen that the performance of Question 
Classification has significant influence on the overall 
performance of a QA system [6][7][8]. 

 In query development phase a query is developed 
based on some logic. It is required because a question may 
have information which is not effective in searching 
answer relevant material so query should possess only 
information helpful in finding the relevant content. It may 
be represented as plain text format or in some query 
language. This query is used for search over documents to 
find candidate answers. Question Classification module in 
the proposed research has been developed based on Li & 
Roth question taxonomy [5].  

Documents of search domain also need some kind of 
processing so that possibility of successful search can be 
increased. In most of the Question Answering Systems 
various NLP techniques like tokenization, lemmatization, 
stemming indexing etc. is used to organize data so that 
search can be made faster and productive [9].  

In the current scenario, text of search domain has been 
normalized for faster and better search results. While in 

Answer Processing module candidate answer received 
from Document Processing are validated based on 
Question Classification results. The whole QUASE system 
has been evaluated over CMU Wikipedia dataset [10]. 

Answer processing module is the final stage of Question  
Answering System where an answer is figured out from 
either a passage or set of possible answers received from 
document processing part. The candidate answer/s found in 
such a manner is subject to validation. For validation 
purpose these answer/s are matched with the question 
demand. Those who closely match are presented to user. 

II. RELATED WORK 

There has been a lot of research done in Question 
Answering field. Question answering research span is close 
to six decades. The initial work on QnA started in early 
1960s which were database-centric [11][12]. Further 
improvements involved logical representations of Questions 
to better understand question before querying the database 
[13]. Some QAS used wh word classification and language 
processing techniques like lexical and semantic clues [14]. 
Later on, the focus of QAS development moved toward 
open domain QASs. TREC Evaluation campaign started 
open domain question answering research over unstructured 
data source which takes place every year since 1999 [15]. 
With rise of World Wide Web enormous text data become 
available on web which has been utilized as knowledge 
base [16]. Several web-based QAS has been developed [5]. 
Some of them are open domain [17][18][19]. The others are 
of restricted domain [20][21][22]. Most of the questions in 
restricted domain QASs are factoid questions.  
  
Some of the QAS having similarity with QUASE are 
mentioned here. 
QANDA is a question answering system close in nature to 
QUASE in intention and functionality. QANDA takes 
questions expressed in English and provide a short and 
concise answer (a noun phrase or sentence) [23]. QANDA 
incorporates three important technologies: first, Knowledge 
Representation (KR), second Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) and third Information Retrieval (IR). A question is 
represented as first order logic expression while in QUASE 
question is represented as query usually made up of noun or 
verb phrase. Moreover, QANDA does not use ontological 
relations like QUASE to validate answers. 

Ontoseek is an information retrieval system grouped with 
ontology [24]. It seeks content instead of string during 
retrieval process. Search focus area is specific to yellow 
pages and product catalogues. Queries are represented as 
lexical conceptual graphs and as per the authors ''the 
problem is reduced to ontology driven graph matching 
where individual node and arcs match if the ontology shows 
that a subsumption relation exist between them''. These 
graphs weren’t constructed automatically. The Ontoseek 

team created a semi-automatic approach in which the user 
verifies links among different nodes of the constructed 
graph by means of provided user-interface. QUASE is not 
representing the query as graphs. It is classifying the query 
through machine learning which is nowhere used in 
Ontoseek. Moreover QUASE is retrieving answer 
automatically. 
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MULDER is a web based QA system related to QUASE in 
terms of Question Classification [18]. Mulder’s classifier 

recognizes three types of questions namely: nominal, 
numerical and temporal. Mulder extracts summaries from 
web document and generates list of possible candidate 
answers. However, it does not have an inference 
mechanism embedded like ontology which QUASE has. 
Moreover QUASE classifies questions based on rich set of 
Li & Roth taxonomy. 

AQUA is also ontology driven Question answering system 
which convert natural language question in to a logical 
query through QLL (Question Query language) with help of 
some pre-defined rules which is different form QUASE 
[25]. In question classification AQUA is focusing on wh-
words with help of sentence segmentation & WordNet [26]. 
On the other hand QUASE uses Li & Roth question 
classification taxonomy. 
AquaLog is a portable QAS which accept queries given in 
natural language along with ontology as input & returns 
answers retrieved from one or more KBs (Knowledge 
Bases), which fill-up the ontology given as input with 
domain-specific information [27]. It converts NL question 
into first query-triple & then with help of Relation 
Similarity Service (RSS) in to Onto-triple. RSS also 
contains answer engine which resolves Onto-triple to infer 
the answer of the onto-triple. This answer is converted to 
English through templates before presenting to user. This 
QAS is different from QUASE in question classification 
techniques. AquaLog uses Operational Conceptual 
Modeling Language (OCML) to provide portability of 
ontologies to seek answer of the questions while QUASE 
does not use ontology to seek answer. In QUASE approach 
answers are searched form documents provided in advance 
to the system and DBPedia ontology is used for answer 
validation purpose. 
Template mapping techniques also have been tried for 
question type identification, and on that basis a query is 
sent to a specific search engine which was built for this 
purpose [28]. Their system find detailed content blocks 
from pertinent web pages and consider them as answers but 
brief answers are not provided by this system. This does not 
happen with QUASE. 

PowerAqua QAS is multi-ontology system which converts 
natural language query in to RF triples and map these 
triples on whole semantic web to find answer [29]. While 
QUASE is relying on Question Classification based on Li & 
Roth taxonomy & used multi domain ontology (DBPedia) 
to validate the candidate answers. It is searching answer in 
restricted predefined natural language content not on the 
whole web. 

QAKiS points questions containing a Named Entity 
identified with the appropriate response considering each 
question will get a pattern [30]. It performs several 
techniques to map user question into SPARQL query which 
can be fired over DBPedia SPARQL endpoint to retrieve 
answer. QUASE approach is quite different from it. It use 
machine learning for question classification &  

search provided documents through search engine. QUASE 
uses DBPedia endpoint for answer validation purpose. 
A QA system has been developed which is quiet similar to 
QUASE in nature [31]. They have used Li & Roth 
taxonomy for question classification task and for focus 

identification they also try to find noun phrase with focus 
head & modifier list. They search query on Google & pass 
retrieved set of documents to passage retrieval stage after 
some preprocessing. Here document is split in to set of 
passages that are ranked based on question n gram score 
matching similarity through tf-idf. For answer selection 
first question focus basis filtration & ordering (basis on 
similarity matching with question) is done. Then high order 
filtered sentences are matched with question type. Those 
who are matching are presented to the user. At many stages 
QUASE is different from this QAS as QUASE is doing 
classification for 5 coarse classes (among 6) namely 
HUMAN, LOCATION, NUMERIC, ENTITY & 
ABBREVIATION. But QAS uses only 4 classes for 
question classification hence scope of question 
classification is wider in QUASE [31]. It is working on 
closed domain so it has its searching universe with it which 
is provided by domain experts. QUASE is using in-built 
search engine which is not Google but based on Apache 
Lucene [32]. QUASE receives sentence which are similar 
in content with query after searching is over. These are 
possible candidate answers so no passage retrieval & 
answer filtration is involved. Now QUASE does answer 
validation based on question classification with help of 
DBPedia ontology [33]. To query linked data to 
identify the types supported by candidate answers 
here, SPARQL is used [34] . Those which are 
matching with question type are the answers presented 
to user. QUASE can work without internet while their 
system doesn’t. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Some Background Details 

In this section basic building blocks required to develop 
QUASE has been described which will help in 
understanding the QUASE architecture. 

 Ontology 

In computer science, ontology is considered a technical 
term depicting an artifact which enables the modeling of 
knowledge base for some domain, whether real or 
imaginary [35]. An ontology includes a representation, 
proper naming, and define categorizations, characteristics, 
and relations among concepts (or ideas), data, and entities 
that exhibit one, many, or all domains. Every field makes 
ontologies to restrict intricacy and sort out data into 
information and learning. New ontologies development is 
ongoing which had shown progress in problem solving of 
respective domain as ontology help in mining the 
knowledge of that domain. 

 Machine learning algorithms used 

Proposed research is using Supervised Machine Learning  
Algorithms as mentioned below. 
a) SGD Classifier (Stochastic Gradient Descent 
Classifier): These are linear classifiers (SVM, linear 
regression, logistic regression etc.) with SGD training. 
This estimator actualizes regularized straight models with 
SGD learning. SGD allows scaling these linear classifiers 
to much bigger training sets.  
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The model it fits can be controlled with the loss parameter 
[36]. 

   b) Linear SVC (Linear Support Vector Classification):  
Linear SVC is a classification method of Support Vector 
Machine (SVM). It is a multiclass classification method 
which is handled through one-vs-rest (OVR) strategy [37]. 
This algorithm uses linear kernel which is a similarity 
measure function in SVM which help in finding decision 
boundary on a high dimensional feature space which was 
not possible to find in actual input feature space. 
 
c) One-vs-Rest Strategy: Here Multiclass classification 
problem is reduced to same number of binary class 
classifications as number of classes in which classification 
has to be done. During training of this model Linear SVC 
deduce coefficients & intercept of kernel function for each 
binary classifier. Now when test data sample is given, this 
algorithm calculates score of that sample with respect to 
each binary classifier (based on sample features & 
coefficient, intercept of that classifier). The binary 
classifier which has maximum score is predicted as output 
of sample data. 

B. QUASE Architecture 

Fig 2 demonstrates the architecture of the proposed 
QUASE system. 
 

 

Fig. 2: QUASE Architecture 

This section explains the proposed QUASE architecture 
(Figure 2). The model integrates various components such 
as machine learning, NLP techniques, indexing based 
retrieval mechanism, and ontology processing.  

C. The Overall Algorithm 

The overall steps of the algorithm have been mentioned 
below. 
Step 1: Input 
    
User will input her question in form of natural  
language text. At this stage no syntactic or semantic 
validation is performed so user is free to input any kind 
of text in English. 
 Step 1.1: User question: User poses a question in 
natural language text through this interface. If the user 
does not get satisfactory answer then question can be 
reformulated here. 

   Step 1.2: User choice: In QUASE, user has a facility of 
choosing either correct answer or nearly correct answer. 
Since QUASE is a closed domain QA system hence it 

will find answer in a limited set of documents. So there 
may be a case where accurate answer may not be found 
by the system if it does not exist in documents searched. 
In that case a nearby answer will be provided to user 
which may satisfy user need. 

Step2: Question analysis 
  This phase consist of two phases question classification 
  & query development. 
 Step 2.1:  Question Classification: In QUASE input 

question has been classified using Question Taxonomy 
as in [5]. The arrangement of questions grouping or 
classifying them is known as question taxonomy. A kind 
of taxonomy has been defined which consist 6 coarse- 
grained and 50 fine-grained classes [5]. Table 1 shows 
this taxonomy. 
 

Table I: The coarse, fine grained categories of 
questions 

 
   
   So fundamentally question classification is an issue of 
Multi-Class Classification. To solve this problem two 
machine learning algorithms (of Scikit Python Library) 
have been used namely SGDClassifier & LinearSVC with 
different penalties. 
  Step 2.2: Query Development: In QUASE, query is 
developed by identifying phrase or clause detection. Phrases 
and clauses are meaningful chunk of text which contain the 
information pertinent to the anticipated answer and filter out 
irrelevant information. The question phrase is extracted 
through shallow parsing or chunking technique of NLP 
technology. The Noun Phrase chunk identifies the 
phrase/clauses which have to be found in document set for 
obtaining answer. If NP chunk is not available then VP 
chunk is extracted & used to obtain the answer set from 
documents. 
   Step 3: Document loading 

Set of document from which answer has to be searched is 
loaded in QUASE system manually. Since QUASE is 
closed domain in nature hence answer searching will be 
restricted to these documents only. Based on user feedback 
domain experts can upload more document as and when 
needed.  
  Step 3.1:  Document processing: In this section the 
loaded documents are processed in order to make them 
ready for searching. To process document following steps 
are followed. 
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 Each document is broken in to sentences with help 
of Java libraries. Each sentence is kept in separate file 
(hereafter called document) so that indexing can be done 
easily with help of Apache Lucene text search library. One 
copy of all these documents is also kept to keep a backup 
which is used in later stage. 
 Query developed in earlier section & each 
document is lemmatized so that all of its words can reduce 
to its base form & easily findable to search engine. For this 
purpose StanfordCoreNLP pipeline is used. 
 QUASE has used Porter Stemmer for stemming. 
Stemming has problem of under & over stemming. To 
overcome this problem QUASE first lemmatize tokens (of 
both document & query) then do stemming. 
 QUASE has used Apache Lucene search library to 
create indexing of all document content. 

Step 4: Answer processing 
In this phase QUASE search the document to find the 
candidate answers and validate them based on the answer 
type extracted from Question Analysis module. It is a two-
step process which is described below. 
   Step 4.1:  Answer Extraction: The query developed, 
lemmatized & stemmed in earlier section is given to the 
Lucene search library as input. Lucene search this query 
over indexed documents to find matches. Matches will be 
lemmatized & stemmed sentence which will not work well 
with validation process as it may have lost its semantic 
importance due to reduction in base form. So for validation 
purpose original sentence equivalent of matched sentence is 
retrieved from backup and passed to answer validation 
phase. Search is based on user’s choice given at input stage. 

If the user wants exact match then searching will be done 
over all terms of the entered query. If user want nearest 
match then combinations of terms involve in query will be 
formed & search will be performed for them in narrow to 
wider way. 
  Step 4.2: Answer validation: In this phase QUASE will 
have one or more candidate answers. To find valid answers 
among them QUASE match these sentences with answer 
type extracted in Question Classification phase. This 
happens with help of ontology which keeps the semantic 
information of words available in the sentence. QUASE has 
used DBPedia Ontology. With help of SPARQL (an 
ontological query language) DBPedia ontology is queried 
and candidate answers are tagged in to coarse classes. These 
tagged classes are matched with answer type classes. Those 
sentences who are matching with answer type coarse classes 
are considered valid answers. Top five valid answers are 
taken in to consideration. 
  Step 4.3: Answer output display: QUASE output are 
sentences from the documents (provided by field experts) 
which are matching with the given query (based on user 
choice) and match with the answer type of given question. 
Top five validated sentences are shown to the user received 
from answer validation phase. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Ontology used 

DBPedia is a crowd-sourced community work which 
extracts structured or managed content from Wikipedia 

content [38]. This DBPedia information base characterizes 
4.58 million things, among which 4.22 million are arranged 
in a reliable ontology called DBPedia ontology. It is a 
shallow, cross- domain ontology. This ontology is queried 
via SPARQL ("SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query 
Language") endpoint [39]. A SPARQL endpoint allows 
users to request a knowledge base through SPARQL 
language. Results are retrieved in a format suitable for 
machine-processing. DBPedia is freely available to use 
under "Creative Commons Attribution- ShareAlike' 3.0 
License and the "GNU Free Documentation License" [40]. 

B. Evaluation metrics 

For the purpose of evaluating the answer type outcome,  
three evaluation metrics have been used. They are precision, 
recall and F1 measure. In a QA system, it is possible that 
the system may provide an answer which is not correct. The 
performance of a QA system depends on the proportion of 
the wrong answers provided by the system. In this regard, 
there are four important terms to be mentioned: TP (True 
positive), FP (False positive), TN (True negative), and FN 
(False negative). When a correct answer is identified by the 
user as correct, it is TP case. If a correct answer is identified 
as a wrong answer then it is FP case. When a correct answer 
is identified as wrong then it is TN case. Last of all, if an 
incorrect answer is detected as incorrect, then it is FN case.  
 Precision refers to portions of the answers detected 
by the system as correct answer. Recall describes the 
portion of right answers detected by the system. F1 score 
actually measures the correctness of a test. The precision, 
recall and F1 measure are calculated using the following 
equations. 
 
Precision= TP / (TP+FP)                    (1) 
 
Recall     = TP / (TP+FN)                   (2) 
 
F1 Score = 2. (Precision * Recall)/(Precision+Recall) (3) 
 
For the different kind of questions, the evaluation 
procedure of answer processing relies on TREC (Text 
Retrieval Conference), using Mean Reciprocal Rank 
(MRR) standards as shown in the following formula: 
 

                
 

 
     
 

   
                                     (4) 

 
Where, n is the number of the questions to be tested and  ri  
is the position of the first correct answer to the question 
number i among top 5 answers, if there is no correct answer 
available in candidate sentences, the value is considered to 
be 0. 

C. Dataset 

 
For QUASE system evaluation CMU Wikipedia 
Question/Answer dataset [10] has been used. However for 
Abbreviation type no specific dataset has been found hence 
a set of 25 questions has been created from Newspaper 
Wikipedia articles. 
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D. Experiment 1: Evaluation of question 
classification module 

In QUASE, Question Classification (QC) module is tested 
for 5 Coarse & 46 fine grained classes. DESC classification 
has been left as QUASE focus is for factoid questions. QC 
module is trained over 4290 question sets & tested over 362 
question set provided by [5][41]. 
Due to high dimensional question text data in space, 
overfitting situation is encountered which cause lesser 
generalization. To achieve generalization, L1, L2 & Elastic 
Net penalties are used. L1 penalty is also known as Lasso 
Regression [42]. It helps in better prediction by shrinking 
the less important feature’s coefficient to zero thus forces 

non-essential features to get removed from feature vector. 
The alternative name of L2 penalty is Ridge Regression 
[43]. It spreads the penalty term among all the features. 
Both L1 & L2 have their own pros & cons. Thus an 
algorithm has been developed known as the Elastic Net, 
which penalizes both the L1 and L2 norms with individual 
tuning parameters, as a way to achieve the finest of both 
LASSO & Ridge [44]. 
QC prediction model has been trained on SGDClassifier 
with L1, L2 & Elastic Net penalty while Linear SVC is used 
with L1, L2 penalty & L1 based feature selection. 
Outcomes of both SGDClassifier & LinearSVC have been 
checked with mentioned penalties and taken only those 
outcomes which were most common among them. 
Results have been presented in Table 2 & 3. 

 

Table II: Answer Type Outcome Evaluation—Coarse 
Grade 

 
Table III: Answer Type Outcome Evaluation—Fine 

Grade 

 

E. Experiment 2: Evaluation of QA system 
performance 

Figure 3 below shows the scored value of MRR for several 
types of questions tested on QUASE for answer processing 
(extraction & validation). Corresponding MRR values have 
been presented in the table. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Evaluation of QA performance 

Table IV: MRR Result of QUASE Evaluation 

 

F. Experiment 2: Comparison of answer type evaluation 
performance with related systems 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of answer type evaluation 

Performance of the answer type evaluation of the 
proposed QUASE has been compared with other related 
and popular systems. The research works selected for 
comparison are [45], [31] and [46]. The values of 
evaluation metrics of the proposed system has been 
compared with other systems as given below. The metric 
values with respect to the above chart have been presented 
in the table below. 

Table V: Metric values comparison with other QAS 
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V. DISCUSSION 

QUASE has been tested over five coarse categories which 
include human, location, numeric, abbreviation and entity. 
A total of 125 questions with 25 questions for each 
question type have been used to test QUASE. 
From Table 2, it can be observed that precision of ABBR 
questions are highest having 100% success rate though 
the ABBR question dataset is author developed containing 
25 questions only. 
Among other question types tested on standard dataset, 
NUM type questions have highest precision of 98% and 
ENTY question has lowest precision of 82%.  
HUM type questions have the highest recall. The overall 
system classification accuracy is 91%. So the proposed 
system performs pretty well on ABBR, HUM, NUM and 
LOC type questions and provides highly acceptable 
performance for ENTY question type. 
Question Classification module has been developed based 
on Li & Roth question taxonomy [5]. It has given very 
good results (approx. 91% accuracy). 
 For evaluating answer processing phase, the metric Mean 
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) has been used. With 
LOCATION question type the method performed very 
well and that is because the variety of locations were 
limited to city, country, mountain, state & other which 
were distinct in nature & possess less ambiguity. 
However, for the ENTITY question type, there are 22 fine 
grained classes & there QC outcome is not so good. 
ENTITY average is least among five coarse classes. 
Hence question validation itself become in efficient due 
to wrong answer type identification. 
Answer processing module candidate answer received 
from document processing are validated based on 
question classification results. The whole QUASE system 
has been evaluated over CMU Wikipedia dataset [10] 
which shows LOCATION based questions giving most 
(approx. 84%) accuracy while ENTITY based questions 
gives least (approx. 50%) accuracy.   
In comparison to other related systems, it is observed that 
the proposed system has the highest precision of 92.6% 
and second highest recall of 90.4% with highest 
classification score of 91%. Therefore it can be concluded 
that the current QA system outperforms most of the other 
related QA systems.  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper has presented and evaluated QUASE question 
answering system to find different types of answers 
including human, location, numeric, abbreviation and 
entity with respect to factoid questions by applying 
Machine Learning & POS tagging over questions and 
several NLP techniques like sentence tokenization, 
lemmatization, indexing over document preparation and 
finally extracting candidate answers based on Lucene 
search and validating them through DBPedia Ontology 
with help of SPARQL query.  
The system is asked natural language questions to get back 
precise answers which can help the students/learners for 
the purpose of gaining knowledge by their individual 
effort. A learner can obtain basic knowledge on a new 

topic or he/she can obtain answers to questions in 
advanced level. 
The experimental result shows that the proposed system 
performs exceptionally well in detecting answer type and 
outperform other related QA systems with respect to 
question classification accuracy. 
Question Classification module has given very well 
results (approx. 91% accuracy). The evaluation result of 
the whole QUASE system shows LOCATION based 
questions giving most (approx. 84%) accuracy while 
ENTITY based questions gives least (approx. 50%) 
accuracy.   
However there is scope of improving accuracy of the 
system. Some areas on which work can be done in 
future can be improving the lack of co-reference 
resolution, performing query expansion to widen search 
area for similar semantics and enhancing lack of 
answering Boolean (Yes/No) type of questions. 
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